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10 If you would like to start by saying your name and

where you live now in the United States and where you lived

12
before you came here that will kind of get us started.

13 My name is Henry Malkin. ResidenóØ is. 717 Mulberry

14
PiaceNorth Woodmere New Yor. The zip code 11581.

15
The same the address is the same.

16
And you are

17
Im Marilyn Malkin Im his wife. And live at the

18
same residence. And now at this moment we have my children

19
are all not at home as much. And they have their own apartment

20
Ive been living there for twenty-three years in the house that

21
we have presently. And --

22
Where did you come from

23
Where did come from Oh came from Pbland.

24
was born in in And how many years ago

25
Fifty-four fifty three years ago that was born. lived
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there -- perhaps was there fifteen. At the age of fifteen

thats the time when the war broke out. You want that should

goon

Yes.

And the war broke out at the age -- close to it

would say -- fifteen Or perhaps younger. And survived

being hidden through the war.

You were hidden

10 Hidden as resembled to Annie Franks

11 story would be my story. was hidden by Gentiles.

12 With your family

13 No was practically alone in the beginning

14 was with my father was taken away from us in the very be

15 ginning when the Germans came in. You must understand in

16 the city that was the Russians came in. So they

17 saved us two years of sufferingwhich we didnt have because

18 the Russians were with us. But then in 1941 -- that was like

19 from 39 to 41. From 41 thats when the Germans broke into

20
us and thats when our our horror started.

21
So there was -- Gentile family that was taking

22
care of you.

23
Yes. And later on it was family son and

24
mother that was with there two years. So from 1941 to 43

25
and that was the end of the war 44
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The year -- not 44 45.

In my part of Poland. The war ended in 40 --

They were taking great risk by hiding you.

They certainly did. They have -- they have -- it was

not only this one family. Prior to this had sister and my

mother was alive. So my mother was also hiding at one place.

And at one time before really settled for the two years Id

been with my mother and my sister and there were other Jews

10 hidden by recollect doctor young man doctor and

mother. And they had quite lot of people. And at one time

12 the Gestapo came in while we were hiding and it seems that some

13 body must have squealed. Otherwise they wouldnt have known.

14 And they came in and we tried to bribe them which we did my

15
mother. Got the money from all the other we were strangers

16 hiding. My mother got the -- some money and she bribed them

17
and they let us go. But we were not able to remain there any

18 more. So we went back to the ghetto. And then my mother

19 happened to have lot of acquaintances with the Gentiles.

20
And what happened is that she pursued her acquaintances and

21
she found permanent sort of permanent place because

22
was the younger one than my sister. So left the ghetto and

23
went to this place. remained for two years.

24
How could they get enough food to feed extra people

25
There was no no the food was no problem. was
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cook at fifteen. It happened so that the lady was working

this Grabowski she was working and the son was always working

and there was practically nobody at home. But its nice. She

did tell me what to do to peel potatoes or whatever and

prepared it for the night. And during the day there was --

there was not too many people at home. was

the only one. So whatever there was food just bread nothin

luxurious but just the regular meals.

10
Did you have to pretend not to

My mother gave them money. My mother paid.

12
Oh.

13
My mother gave lot of money to them for hiding me.

Whatever money there was. dont recall. But it was lot of
14

money. And thats what they went for. They didnt really --
15

16

were interested in my being there or my surviving they wanted

the money. So that was the case. They got the money and they
17

were able to afford themselves better life. For the -- for
18

the time. During the time that was there. But they were
19

nice to me. They were nice to me. And as say was hidden
20

and incident -- there was incident -- the reason they took me
21

they had an apartment on the top floor and at one time that
22

apartment had hidden attic. And they were able to -- they
23

discovered this attic because they had bird and the bird
24

disappeared and the little boy -- the little boy at that time
25
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he was little -- was looking to find that bird and he found

the attic. So they wanted to -- themselves to keep me secured.

They said once Im going to be in the attic if anybody comes

in the apartment knocks on the door have to run up to the

attic. And they thought that that was secure for them. was

able -- was younger was able to climb. So thats how they

found you know that could survive.

Did you feel relatively safe

While was there was young you see. knew

that was in danger no doubt about that. But did not go

12
out for two years. In there the only air that had was throug

13
the window. That was the only air that had there. didnt

14
walk out walked in the apartment it was three-room

15
apartment and that was it. So -- till the end of the war.

Now think that thats -- in sort of small version thats
16

17
my story. Ill let my husband Okay.

18
Well the Germans came into Poland in 1939. Right

19

after -- since was still young boy they created work

forces that -- that we had to gather and go work for the
20

Germans unloading coal or cleaning floors. After that they
21

formed sort of ghettos and that we had to
22

and we had to and the Jews had to live in confined in small
23

province where we lived. And this was carried on until 1942.
24

Then we -- suddenly we had to the -- moving out the Jews
25
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from the small town to larger city formed ghetto and from

there they shipped them out after several days to --

believe that it was Treblinka. My mother was on the transport

and my younger sister and brother. However they were saved

by Pole which was he was running the railroad station

would say since we lived close by and we had the store

merchandise and since they shopped in there. So mother was

saved father was taken away to concentration camp by

10 since we lived in Lublin in Poland.

had worked at that time for German police station as an

12
errand boy and cleaned the rooms and shined -- polished the

13
boots and run errands to the post office and many other items

14 which we were safe until of December of 42. After that if

15
there werent any concentration camp or ghetto in the area

16
they were supposed to shoot us. Kill us rather. Or if not

17
to deliver us. Which we didnt wait. There was labor camp.

18
We left that police station German police station volunteered

19
to this camp. For several days after that you know they

20
circledthe SS and Gestapo and moved us to slave labor camp

21
called Puniatow.

22
How old were you then

23
Thirteen fourteen. However you never tell them

24
the truth of your age. Otherwise you didnt survive. Since

25
was told perhaps escaped with the age and always told the
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Im seventeen. But we have seen that children boys of my

age thirteen fourteen were executed immediately so that

maybe was one thing that lived through. There was one camp

that we stayed for while and many other branches of hard

labor and death camp eventually got dismantled and we were

transported to MajdÆnek which is very famous concentration

camp in Poland. After several months in hard work punishment

and not sufficient food and clothing they moved us to con

10 centration camp slave labor camp Skarzysko which was

known German manufacture of ammunition Hasak.

12 What happened to your father Did you see him

13 Was he in Majdanek when you got there

14 Well going -- going back to the time in Majdanek

15
which was 1943 spring of 43 met an uncle my mothers

16
brother-in-law which worked in tailor shop He

17
survived. And he mentioned that he did see my father but he

18
doesnt know whereaobuts so -- think that was in 42 winter

19
It was very severe winter in Poland. So very few that worked

20
outside in the field were really punished to death. Just

21
freeze them without food. So we knew my father dis

22
appeared in this concentration camp. From thereon they moved

23
us to this Skarzysk.owhich was ammunition factory and we

24
worked our hearts liver again without food in

25
Were there women working at this --
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There were women too. In fact we lived in camp

where there were women barracks and men barracks separately.

Women had their job to do also in the factory which was

lighter much lighter work of inspection of the shells the

bullet shells and many other where men did much harder work

than --

Was there much interaction between the men and the

women

10 Well there were some there were some people

11 brought in that were originally married couples which stayed

12 together in the barracks as husband and wives. do not recall

13 any any children in the camp. However that camp again was

14 liquidated. Part of them were killed there were selections

15 and taken out to shooting field and finished. We as young

16 boys as labor force they moved us again to -- field

17 actually. We dug ditches against -- against the Russian

18 front for the tanks the German tanks for several months.

19 After that we were moved into Czestochow which was slave

20
labor camp controlled by the Nazis. There we did some work as

21
far as repairing things that came from the Russian fronts.

22
This was dragging into January of 45. At last the Russians

23
are approaching. They moved us out quickly by transport trains

24
into Buchenwald. That again started out famous Buchenwald

25
it is known. We stayed there for several weeks and they moved
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us again to camp to slave labor camp called

which is somewhere near Magdenburg in Germany.

Well the policy is not to get acquainted. If you

got acquainted you organized you could survive. You mani

pulated even with German even with an officer. So that the

guards they felt pity for you so some maybe dropped you slic

of bread and then you had with the civilians to do which also

10 felt some of them sorry for you. So thats why they moved

11 you. And number two basically they moved you because they

12 the movement of the front the Americans and the Russians were

13 moving so rapidly at that time that they moved you out to --

14 not to save you but to run away themselves. We were with

15 group of Nazis SS troopers about seventy and our whole

16 group was total of five hundred.. So they got sort of --

17 job themselves not to go to any front lines. So as we cal

18 in Jewish They kept us together.

19 Side of tape

20
Well remember you telling me that you were working

21
one area and not the area hut some people were dying because

22
of radiation or --

23
Thats right thats right.

24 Well this was in the ammunition factory. There were

25
three departments.
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Where was this

In SkarzyskoKamienna. There was one department wher

worked that we were actually making the shells for rifles and

for big guns the 55 light millimeter Hollowitzer-- Holli --

Howitzer.

Howitzer yes. However there was another another

company or rather branch of this big factory that they

produced other items. The -- we did the shells. Some other

10 made the tops. But there was the worst one was the

ii C. C. was in A. There was and which they

12 filled -- actually the explosives.

13 And that was yellow material liquid poured-in liquid. That

14 was the explosions when it hardened it seems in the big

15
shell. So these people that worked did not last more than

16
three to four months. They inhaled the gases from those

17
materials and their whole body turned yellow. And they

18
didnt last because they -- it ate up the lungs. Where the

19
Poles that worked there wore gas masks or masks preventive

20
and didnt work there many hours in it and also it was

21
necessary to drink lot of milk that really washed this down

22
for some reason. That the Poles really got gallons of milk

23
to drink which the Jews couldnt. So they were after

24
several months they died and were replaced. So it was

25
continuous movement of men into this particular field.
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How did you escape from that

-- well was not in that particular camp where

they had these chemicals these chemicals. Coming

up in 40 -- 44 they moved us again against the -- digging

ditches against the Russian front moving in Poland believe

was captured then already. This was deep in Germany by the way

They kept on moving you as group

As group. They moved as group. The whole --

10 yes.

11 They were always less if they dont come in new

12 ones.

13 Right.

14 The others were sort of falling down.

15 Thats right some --

16 They were just disappearing. Because they were not

17 in condition to take it. Even young boys. The older people

18 could not survive that.

19 The older couldnt survive. They were dropping out

20
and they brought in new elements of younger -- and thats how

21
there was movement of personnel call it or prisoners of

22
You were alone

23
was with my brother that we were together all

24
this -- dUring this period of time. Eventually afterIdigging

25
those ditches that we stayed during the summer of 44 in
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terrible condition. They put in about several hundred men

into one barn. And that was our quarters to sleep.

sleep. We worked from sunrise to sundown and slept on the

ground without straw without hay. There was second floor

which men also slept. And at night you couldnt get out of

this barn. If you had to go to the bathroom. So what happened

people from the upstairs pardon the expression you know

moved it down and you woke up in the middle of the night

10 screaming. But we had lice as big as ants that ate

ii up the hair off person. And when we went out into the field

12 to dig the ditches we took off our clothing which was wet

13 from the rain and shook off the lice were coming out. They

14 were just shooken like that how bad it was. Quite few got

sick and we had typhoid fever during that but yet it was

16 lasting only for short period. Then we were moved into

17 Czestochow which was another slave labor camp which we did

18 the repair of tanks. From there on January -- believe it

19 was the 11th or the 12th when the Russians were right at the

20
door of Czestochow they were -- the Nazis still were able to

21
move us out whole transport of our camp several hundred men

22
from two other slave labor camps in from the same city and

23
to -- deep into Buchenwald.

24
You went back to Buchenwald.

25
No that the first time the first time we went to
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Buchenwald. In Buchenwald in -- at that time -- this was al

ready 45 January 45 theSS stepped out of the insid camp

camp and the Jewish prisoners indoor. It was time

that the Americans were behind the door and the Russians were

approaching so the SS stepped out and was sort of lax. No

killings took place or tortures --

Several weeks.

10 This is when you got there.

11 When we got there. Of course it didnt last too

12 long and they moved us again into an existing salt mine which

13 we made parts aluminum parts for airplanes believe it was.

14 So from January maybe the end of January until -- till April

is April the 11th of 1945 April 11th where we have lived through

16 the Leipzig bombardment. dont know if you heard the big

17 one that passed the English and American planes over our head

18 and we knew that the end is coming of the Germans and we were

19 glad we all -- our worst part was when they start moving by

20
foot. Up till now we were transported in boxcars and so on.

21
And we had to march and we had to make certain kilometers

22 daily to run away from the American. The American front was

23 ten fifteen miles behind us. And they moved us out. If the

24
Americans advanced fifteen miles we at night had to walk --

25
walk twenty miles in order to run away. And we walked -- this
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was the death march that we started out over five hundred men

and only arrived without about hundred and twenty. The rest

were shot on the road. The one that couldnt walk. And we

walked through sandy roads and we walked through the mountains

with snow without shoes and without clothing.

How old were you then

Fifteen sixteen some years. think this was 45.

was fifteen years of age. We did survive and we were really

10 liberated by the Russians. They could not run away from

11 the Russians. The Russians moved daily hundred two hundred

12 miles. And they caught us.

13

14 They caught us. So the Russians freed us and of

15 course they took us into hospital. We were small group

16 of hundred and fifteen hundred and twenty men. Chased out

17 the Germans out. They chased out the Germans from private

18 homes put us -- put us in. And the town was called

19 in Saxonia.

20 Germany.

21
Germany. This was in the mountains. In fact where

22 we really the Germans were taking us was to Czechoslovakia to

23
heresienstadt to kills us for gas to gas us. That was the

24
order. Well we didnt reach it. If we would cross over the

25
mountains without the Russains coming that quick perhaps maybe
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it would happen. But we have found out have been to Ther

esienstadt afterwards after liberation because we had

friend we found out -- we found out the SS the Nazis around

the camp had an order from Berlin on May the 2nd to gas

all the prisoners in that one. However he did not he saved

the papers the orders the written order and when the

Russians came in he produced it and they did not do anything

and let him free. They let him go free.

10
Who was in charge

German.

12
That was German high-ranking SS officer.

13
You dont know their names

14
dont know. was not at the time. came two

15
months later to Theresienstadt to pick up Victor friend of

16
ours that we found there.

17
after liberation.

18
After liberation. And of course he saved thousands.

19
dont know would say twenty to thirty thousand Jews were

still in that Theresienstadt concentration camp.20

21

Can ask you question hate to interrupt

cause think this is real.. good. Not being part of the family22

hope you wont consider me forward. Was there anything that
23

kept you going during all that time Something that you --
24

Honestly it kept us going only one thought is to
25
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see take revenge on the Germans and see the end.

What would -- what would be the end

The end of their existence.

You were you were anxious to know whats the out

come. You were young then. We didnt know anything deaths or

mean we did not really feel the deaths because we didnt know

what death is. But the experiences we went through the ter

rible tortures that my husband must have gone through thats

10 what -- he wanted to be finished with it. The will of life th

11 will to live is something thats indescribable.

12 that in one slave labor camp there were

13 five boys that escaped in 42 winter of 42 and at one time

14 my brother and and there were two cousins with the same

15 name of Ma1kinsin formerly. We talked at night and the con-

16 versation was overheard. And the following morning we were

17 doomed to be hanged for planning to escape. And we had ropes

18 on our necks and it happened so that this camp was in wooded

19 area that some big trees were so you know our roll call

20 was in the open field and we were asked to pick tree on

21
which to be hanged. And it came over to this youngest of mine

22 my first cousin and he started crying and for some reason

23 they asked us do you have anything to say prior of being

24 hanged.

25
The five of you. Why were you supposed to be hanged
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Because we planned --

They didnt plan.

No. That we planned to escape and thanks to the

German elite guard they caught us. It was not true. We were

just talking. So we came up that we had conversation at

night talking about the five boys that escaped prior. So they

called out the boys who all had the conversation. Is it true

He said cannot tell one way or the other. It was heard

10 something in my sleep so dont know perhaps we were talking

And thats how we saved we got saved.

12 Unintelligible

13 dont know his name now We knew then who it was.

14 This was one of the incidents but there were many lik

15
this.

16
What did you do Did you out to him

17 No we had good job that we worked outside the camp

18
So we smuggled in potatoes bread and so on. So dont know

19
what was behind this thought that perhaps if something happens

20
to us that we get confined to stay in camp not to go out so

21
maybe hell take our position.

22 Unintelligible

23
Its jealousy too you know. Its something --

24
Did you ever do anything to him

25
No.
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Well how did you survive

Unintelligible

You didnt get -- obviously you didnt get hung.

No.

You were returned to your barracks

We were we were saved with the what is the

proper word that you get --

Pardon

10 Huh

11 Pardon

12 No its not pardon but you youre in if you

13 geta-

14 Sentence

15 Proper word. If you go to court --

16 Parole.

17 Paroled. We were paroled for period. Now there

18 came new law on that day that anyone escapes from here on

19 ten will be hanged for one killed. Now we would be the first

20
one out of the first ten. So we submitted to be moved to

21
much worser concen slave labor camp.

22
You wanted to go

23
Yes. We left and we left quite short afterward and

24
moved to camp that we had to work in the wintertime lot.

25 you know by handy where lot of them froze their
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finger had to be amputated later.

Unintelligible

We froze the fingers and the toes. And thats the boy

Zansburg you know he was with us in that camp also.

Your brother was still with you.

He was still with me yes. However on that other

camp that we moved out it was small group of twentyfive men

we contracted typhoid fever. And we had to be -- up to us who

10 ever worked that camp there was sickness they took him out

11 and shot him. It happened so that the Warsaw ghetto was moved

12 into this that we were and the order came that

13 anyone gets sick they had doctors Jewish doctors. They had

14 no medicine or instruments but they were doctors professional

15 men. So that anyone that gets sick could be brought back to

16
this big hos -- sort of hospital it was. So they brought us

17 back and believe that was there good four to six weeks

18 and recuperated. My brother had it much worse and he stayed

19 home for another two three weeks later with sores on his

20
buttocks from laying and they were opened tremendous boils

21
without any and so on.

22 Unintelligible

23 They oper -- how do say they would be poisoned there

24
was poisons. Gangrene or after we recuperated we went back

25
to the original small little camp that we recuperated and we
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ate well. In fact we were told by the SS the Stormtrooper

there in charge he says when you go back there he knew

that he says you make sure you go out to the

farm and get yourself some chickens. To make the story short

we were transported from there to Majdanek concentration camp

which we knew that people walked in through the gate and out

through the chimney.

You knew that.

10 We knew that.

11 Unintelligible

12 No there was boy that escaped from there.

13 Majdanek.

14
Hes no longer alive. Abramek was his name. And he

15
joked and we walked at night and we saw the

16
flames from the big stack like factory. He says you see

17
you dont see the gate yet. But youll see the gate. Youll

18
walk in through the gate. He was joking. And youll walk out

19
through the chimney. We were in Majdanek would say good

eight to ten weeks.
20

21
Unintelligible

22
Im going back its going back and forth. We were

really liberated on the march -- the death march we called it
23

24
since five hundred and sixty people started out and not only

25
Jews among us. We had some French. Mostly they were French
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Gentile people with us too. believe they were political

prisoners. And they were the ones to die the quickest before

the Jews the Polish Jews. The Russian -- there were some

Russian civilians Ukrainians also did not for some reason

or less they did not last as long. They let themselves down.

They did not wash they didnt care. They were caught and

killed for stealing and so on.

Gave up hope.

10 Gave up hope.

ii This is all men.

12 This is all men. There were no women. Of course

13 as you questioned what kept us going. It kept us going only

14 the moment to see the end of the war and take revenge on those

15
Germans and see their end of that terrible --

16 Unintelligible

17 How did the two of you meet

18 Oh we met after the war.

19
let let my wife answer.

20
Some people met in the concentration camp. But we

21
met after the war in the D.P. camp. When did go out left

22
the place that was hidden in 1944 When was that 44.

23 just came out of the apartment and just walked the streets.

24
To look for one another to find. And people were coming out

25
from different directions. Jews who were saved.
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Was your mother still alive

No my mother was no longer alive. My mother three

weeks before three months before the Russians came into

she was discovered and she was Jewess and thats

the way was told by the lady that she was hiding in her

apartment. And then from then on my mother used to come

to me visit me at least once week. She was always afraid

wouldnt have enough food. So she would bring me food yes.

10 In the apartment that she was there she was able also to do

11 little cooking. And she was you know she would make

12 blintzes. Oh she loved blintzes. She would make the blintzes

13 when she was making for the lady. And she would always hide it

14 bring it over to me and never have enough. How-

15 ever when this -- this happened after didnt know what

16 happened later on that my mother wasnt coming to visit me but

17 surmised that she was taken away. And thats what happened.

18 The lady that she lived with knew my address. So after the war

and the war ended she came to me and told me. And naturally

20 it was terrible thing to go through. As said walked

21
down the street perhaps to see -- had sister too. And her

22
name was Bronia but she did not survive. As far as know

23
she didnt. And looked for other relatives and there was

24
no one. did make acquaintance the same age as myself

25
little older rather -- than myself and we said were going to
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live together. And thats how we stayed in to --

dont remember how many months we remained there. And then

there was

Didnt you tell me about you had -- your motherhad

màny hidden somewhere once

Yes yes.

And you bought watches or watch or something with it

My uncle was in the business jewelry business

10 and during the war he gave my mother lot of watches like

11 the best watches there were. Omega Shafhausen the best of

12 watches in boxes because thats what he would have in his

13 store. In order to save something he gave it to my mother.

14 And then when we were thrown around from each house when my

15 mother had no more apartment to be in ghetto was burning she

16 grabbed those boxes of watches and brought them to me. And

17 didnt want the people to know that have this so while she

18 was not at home was able to stuff the watches in

19 howdoyou

20
It was

21
It was club chair.

22
Club chair.

23
In club chair. And there were quite few club

24
chairs and Id hide them away. And no one ever discovered that

25
until after the war did the same thing. She was outside and
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came in this was in my mothers apartment not in my

apartment. And came into the apartment and took all the

watches and she didnt know. And this gave me little bit

of -- sustain myself after the war. little money that have.

However after this when met the lady similar to my -- livin

in the same what have lived through so we said to each other

that we going to be together. And then the lady met young

man and they got married and they took me like was their

10 daughter. And from then on we traveled. We left We

11 traveled to different cities through Poland until we finally

12
reached Berlin. And in Berlin there were places again the D.P.

13 camps were being started. In the different parts of Germany.

14 So we left Berlin and we went to near Frankfurt. There was

15
D.P. camp. And there lived two years. And in the very

16 beginning as matter of fact met my husband.

17
In Frankfurt

18
S. S.

19

20
We had also there was bigger town but that bigger

21
town was becoming little crowded. So they were looking for

22
smaller towns other towns perhaps to place the D.P. camps

23
the people that survived. So they would take us with trucks --

24
those were American people. UMLA as remember.

25
Was the company name
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Organization. United Nations No.

Unintelligible

Yes so they were establishing places --

This was for the camps.

for the Jews. So thats where was all alone

and -- was not alone. was with this lady and her husband.

But we were together and then one time met my husband.

How did you meet him

10 How think it was on street. You know when the

Jews

12
You told me before.

13
Ill let you say then.

14 Well the meeting of my wife was had formed

15
distribution of milk for Jewish children.

16
which the Germans got it on ration cards in this little D.P.

17
camp. So was the organizer and went

18
to the German town to the people that run the town and told

19
them that we have Jewish families with young children children

20
born and we need milk for them we need cheese we need eggs

21
and butter so like the Germans. So had this little store

22
that every morning took push cart and went brought in

23
can of milk and some eggs and butter and whatever

24
they gave me and then the parents came or send their young

25
kids and distribute quart of milk to So we wer
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planning to leave the United States rather my wife and

group of her friends. So they engagedä German teacher to teac

us English. But he had to be compensated in some way. So

they figured out the best way is to approach Henry if he wants

Unintelligible

We knew that. To approach Henry. Perhaps maybe sinc

he has sort of business going it may to buy

that German pay that Ger -- he said for money hell do it to

10 us hell teach us English. Which we did and we organized.

There were two boys

12 Who came and approached you

13

14 No going -- going back -- thats right going back

15
it started actually we were in one

16
He was an acquaintance going from to

17
on one of those big trucks. Thats how we were transported.

18 Oh yes but actually really it started that --

19
we wore boots. You know those officers English officers

20
boots and had organized from some Germans shoe polish which

21
is not to be gotten. This was in 45 in winter. And your boot

22
got muddy and wet and you needed to shine. So at one time we

23
were standing in the line for food and this person came and

24
she approached me where do buy polish shoe polish

25
Your shoes were so shiny how could they be shiny whe
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theres no paste to be gotten But got it.

For some reason got her eggs. The following

morning said if meet you Ill bring you -- tin can of

the shoe polish which we -- thats how the

started.

How did you get her the shoe polish

Well she -- yes brought it in the following

day brought her in can of shoe polish.

10 can of shoe polish and that was it.

Yes. And that -- it seems it started you know

12
with the boots. It started with the boots.

13
How would you say this word.

14
It started sparkle.

15
It started spark.

16
It started spark.

17
And so then you were going to go off to America

18

19
No this was in the very beginning. We stayed there.

20
We were one of the organizers of the camp. as matter of

21
fact worked in an office giving out the people that were

22
coming giving the apartments. And the Germans who were living

23
in this little town left because they knew that -- they just

24
ran away. So they left fully equipped homes.

Furnished.
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Perhaps they were told to do that dont know.

Told to do it.

gave away those homes.

And they gave us the most beautiful whatever they

had everything was in it. And we moved in we had nothing.

And we stayed and this was our place of living. For two years.

Was there work around there too

Well we created the work. We created. The work was

10 created. Because we needed doctors we needed ambulance

ii which we had. We needed which was place

12 bureau an office to give out --

13

14 And thats the kind of office happened to be

15 working at. And then there was Miss Of terdown. Miss Ofterdown

16 was woman who was Norwegian person. She ran the camp.

17 She was from the UMLA supervisor.

18 She ran the camp. So there wasquite lot of

19 different branches in administration of the camp. Like my

20 husband was milk.

21 Unintelligible this whole operation. It -- on

22
the end it was more but we already started

23
believe with four trucks that were moved believe from

24
--

25
S...
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to And of course lot of

our boys

They are friends of ours -- they

are friends of ours who are right here that happened to be at

our wedding. We happened to be at their wedding. In

theyhappenedtO have wedding. That my husband who

survived with them together in the camp.

To -- to add the movement out of that D.P.

10 camp to L. they were supposed to drop off somewhere

else among the Polish in was the name of it. And

12
lot of our boys were little afraid because they were saying

13
that theyre bringing us back to the Russians to dump us back

14
into the Russian zone. We were just about hundred kilometers

15 away which they stopped where the busses stopped -- the truck

16
rather they got off and took train went back to the origina

17
camp. But we finally stuck out and they brought us in which

18
was quite residential. We lived in private homes in the

19
Germans homes.

20
Wasnt this unusual For

21
It was one of the yes. But in particular our

22
camp this L. the name of it was was one of kind.

23
Most of them they had barracks.

24
Army barracks.

25
Army barracks that people lived in. But ours
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dont know just by pure coincidence that we had homes

regular beautiful homes that we lived in.

Were most people planning on staying around or did

they want to leave go to

Well this was the beginning you see. This was

like liberation for everyone. So they had to get adjusted.

They were trying to find families. They were trying to locate

other families. But we had --

10 But basically it was to be --

an establishment. There was an establishment. An

12
then people started to do little like marketing whatever.

13 Oh about that dont you

14 Unintelligible

15
There was no other way of earning some money if

16
you wanted to go buy of course we were receiving we

17
were receiving help from the we received food

18
and clothing and packages. The UMLA the used to

19
send us. There were more people coming out of Poland which

20
they settled in our in our camp. There was many of them

21
coming from Russia that came you know they were distributed

22
among camps few here few there and were taking it and

23
the camp grew. And of course basically was to wait where an

24
opening would be in the United StatesIsrael and --

25
That came in almost like two years.
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40 147

We stayed there

Yes till the emigration opened up.

organized till it was opened emigration

to leave. Some people left to Israel. lot of them.

Had you thought about -- had you thought about going

to Israel at all

already -- already had plans to go to Israel.

10 In fact my brother since in one of the slave labor

11 camps was carpenter. So knew the equipment and the

12 Germans were mechanized. And knew the equipment how to

13 operate. In fact in many cases you know made certain

14 items that were sold on sort of black market from the German

15 material. And so he bought equipment because we had cousin

16 from Warsaw went to Israel and he was fine cabinetmaker. And

17 he bought some equipment and sent it to Israel when it opened

18 up with the thought that will leave to Israel and open up

19 factory. Which dont know during since my girlfriend

20 it seems that

21

22
which was -- think the proper way to

23 do is to follow her.

24
Wait minute. Theres story about tomatoes.

25 Unintelligible No no no. Cause werent you supposed to
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leave together on the boat

No no. not toghether.

No.

Somehow my name have my name the initial

Eisenberg was my maiden name so perhaps

Unintelligible

Exactly.

Actually we registered together to leave for the

io United States on the youth quarter.

11 You must have still just been teenagers.

12 Yes.

13 We were still teenagers right. Eighteen nineteen

14 years of age. So we on the youth quarter. How-

15 ever she was called sooner in May of 47.

16
1947.

17
And my -- my papers didnt come through until

18 September. So missed the boat one time. was in this

19 camp that usually send it to the boat already but until they

20
gathered all these people enough for one transport by boat

21
thousand thousand people or whatever it was went home

22
to my sister for weekend to bring some

23
was going back to

24
To to this D.P. camp. And told my

25
friends says if theres any movement about shipping us out
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to Bremerhaven for the voyage to the United States call me

telephone whatever. came back on the Monday morning with

basket of tomatoes which planted in the D.P. camp and this

plant was completely empty.

Just one girl.

Unintelligible.

.2 You guys know all this stuff already.

had to wait another four weeks until they con-

10 centrated or gathered again enough people for the next ship

ii the next boat.

12

13 No the people were coming in with -- we had fun and

14 we were lot of young boys and girls and we traveled and we

15

16
Let me ask you both something that has just become

17
evident to me as Itve been talking to people this afternoon.

18 Having all this happen to you during your adolescence pre

19 adolescence at time when most children would be in school

20
how were you thinking about not having any kind of opportunity

21
to go to school and mean aside from being under extra

22
ordinary circumstances by just sort of missing all of those

23
things that kids do in their teens.

24
Well-

25
When they --
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All can say we had no choice. We had -- we were

not given any choices. We really were not given any choices.

So we had nothing we couldnt do. However when we did get

out when we did survive that was the time when we were talkin

about going to school. And we did go. We participated --

When we went back to the United States.

No not even -- even in We learned

English we learned other subjects you know to give us

10 little bit understanding of life. Because we didnt have any.

ii We had some public school experience in Poland from

12 the Poland started school. In fact started at

13 six years of age and war broke out. was then already -- so

14 had several years of public school. Writing and reading

15
did. When we came to the United States we went for period

16 of year and half English in Philadelphia at English classes

17 daytime. Five six seven hours. Went to went to day school.

18 was the best pupil.

19 Unintelligible

20
was elected from our class we wrote

21
essays What the United States Means to Me. So it was on --

22
14th of June right There was --

23
What is that celebration

24
July 4th

25
No no no no.
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No not July 4th.

Prior to July 4th. Independence Day

Independence Day. That was Independence Day

Independence Day.

In Independence Square in Philadelphia. So

delivered quite big speech you know and therewas

big writeup and received letter from Professor Alan

Webber. He was of the public schools. Actually this was

10 high school. Thanking me you know that being given big

ii contribution to the United States. And of course as we grew

12 older we had to learn trades and professions whoever could

13 and However we had great help from the

14 and the Childrens Committee. believe it was

called the Childrens Committee that helped all new immigrants

16 to get their education.

17 UNICEF

18 UNICEF yes. And give them start in their life.

19
Do you do any kind of public speaking now about

20 your experiences or not

21
Not very many.

22
Have you been asked or you just dont share it

23 gave one time small speech to few people.

24
So you were being honored as United Jewish Appeal.

25
chosen to be honored as function of that nature.
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Yes there was speech. also had business in

North Carolina that some people had gathering and they asked

me to tell them the life --

and the Germans German occupation.

And was being honored. am quite active in the

temple where am living now and there was an organization

Torah Fund which actually its associated with Theological

10 Seminary of America and was chosen to be also honored.

ii And also had speech and so forth but nothing about my

12 background. Its were living to the future. Were not

13 going back with the thoughts. Its better that way think.

14 Well we live through -- once year we have to --

15 we are members of the organization. Its the

16 Warsaw ghetto which basically started this thing. So we have

17 commemoration every year. And we take part at our meetings.

18 We do that. And we do remember these things what happened.

19 We have three beautiful children.

20 Very smart too.

21
We have three beautiful children and were looking

22
forward to living with them and enjoying their lives and their

23 doings and hopefully were looking forward to the best.

24
Let me ask the children something here. You -- its

25 really wonderful to see that theres been so much interaction
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among you as fmaily since people here have such different

ways of -- of sharing it with their families. Its been very

difficult obviously for many many people. What has it meant

for you to be here with your parents

Unintelligible

Yes as second generation.

Gloria has been involved.

May -- may say that we are Zionists. We are for

10 Israel. Weve been in Israel many times. Our children went

to camp in Israel. So we are minded we are minded you know

12 pro-Israel for Israel Zionistic inclined. And basically

13
due our process of Nazism perhaps you know brought us out

14
that we need that homeland. And the children are -- believe th

15 same the same way minded and they

16
However when went to Israel we all -- we all --

17 my sister and both at certain points and

18 obviously didnt stay. You didnt want us to go to Israel.

19
No no.

20
Not to live there.

21
Not to live there but -- but mean to still be

22
mother and father.

23
When came -- when went in 73 volunteered.

24
dropped out of college and you didnt want me to go.

25
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What do you mean youre leaving college Youre

going off to Israel

Unintelligible.

was going to volunteer. wasnt going to fight

was going to volunteer.

Yeah but they didnt know that.

But we were scared and you couldnt be blamed -- we

couldnt be blamed for that either.

10 But about his Id say that three -- maybe three years

ago we had that conference at the WaldorfAstoria in New York

12 and thats when first found out about Second Generation

13 through friend. So started going to meetings just cause

14
it was -- something think at that point things --

15 Brought up.

16
Everything became lot more public. So lot of

17 people lot of the second generation people became aware

18
of well just exactly you know what what does it mean

19
to be the child of survivor So started going to meetings

20
and talking about it and just coming to some kind of an under

21
standing.

22
And having meetings at their homes.

23
Yeah we started --- -- got involved with

24
discussion group in New York and uhm -- lot of it -- lot

25
of it was really because my friends when was when was
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growing up were all American Jews and no one had the same

background as did and their parents were all very different

than my parents were and always thought that mean my

mother doesnt have an accent. You know my father doesnt hay

an accent. You know and yet my friends call up and theyre

like whos that on the phone You know thats my mother you

know. So grew up with so many things that always thought

was normal. And everybody lived the same kind of life that

10
did. And it wasnt -- you know and yet knew that there

was something little bit different and so when got to-

12 gether with other children of survivors was like oh so

13
thats why have to -- my mother worries so much about you

14
know the fact that dont have enough to eat you know or

15
that dont finish everything on my plate have to finish

16
it because you didnt have enough to eat. You know but

17
these things its all still process. And -- just moved

18
again. So in San Francisco now also hooked up with Second

19
Generation and its its an ongoing process or trying to

discover who am
20

21
Second Generation does lot of good.

22
-- and in relation to my family. So coming here was

23
something wanted to do together as family. And just ex

perience it.
24

25
She was really the initiative to us to make --- not tha
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she had to make us. We were willing to come. But we were

contemplating and five people couldnt. How

ever she insisted.

wouldnt come back home from San Francisco unless

Shes getting the credit for being here

today and we really are gratified being here.

Youre glad.

10 We are glad that we were here. We are thrilled.

11
wouldnt it was solemn experience but its worth.

12 didnt it wasnt as solemn -- dont know.

13
cant really say what my thoughts were of what thought this

14 was going to be like. Usually every year we go to something

15
in New York City Temple which is very solemn and

16
theres candle lighting. Theres lot of people there and sad

17 songs et cetera. And didnt really know what this gather-

18
ing was going to be like but its not -- it isnt what

thought it was going to be. Because theres not really sad

20
air about it.

21
Oh think thats wrong no.

22
How can you say that Ive been crying the whole

23
time every time somebody gets up to speak.

24
Unintelligible

25
But have different reasons. went to Israel
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in 78 to cause graduated college as teacher and

didnt have job so my friend suggested why not go to

Israel And went to live.

And we got married and he wanted to come back here to go to

school. So we came back for three years in 78 we came.

78.

Yes yes.

And then we were going to -- all the three years he

10 went to school here andl was working and went to school

Exceptionally beautiful man.

12 and he received his bachelors and masters from

13 Brooklyn Polytechnic and we went back to Israel to live and he

14 committed suicide after two weeks we were there. So all this

15
was trying to figure out if Im -- if Im carrying around

16
guilt because of my parents or because of my husband what he

17
did and cause his parents also they were from

18
Warsaw and he was the only child and his parents live in Israel

19
now and theyre mess to say the least.

20
This is tragedy over tragedy.

21
And thats cause he was really such an exception

22
al person. He was so stable and so well -- thought.

23
Only he wasnt that stable.

24
Yes. He didnt let anybody see it. Cause we were

25
so happy here and had thought wed stay here but then he --
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he his mother brainwashed him hes Israeli hes to come

back to the and all the time was fighting

dont want to go back. Cause knew its hard life but

well we -- here we saved money and we we bought every

thing we could need. And was happy to be there cause

knew he had friends and said well be as

long as were together well be -- it will be fine. Itll be

nice and well have good life. And then all of the sudden

10 something snapped in him and he took his fathers gun and that

was that. So Im like going through all kinds of feelings here

12 mixture of everything. -- cant stop crying the whole

13
time Ive been here and --

14 You see Naomis the younger one.

15 Unintelligible

16
She doesnt take these things as seriously as the

17
rest of us.

18 do but just -- no Ive been crying on and off.

19
There have been different points. Im not -- Im not saying

20
that Im not emotjonal not that it doesnt affect me but

21
its not as overbearing.

22
Unintelligible

23
Its been very much affirmation of -- of this you

24
know people being here of having their lives having their

25
families decimated.
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Yeah being thankful for being alive and having

friends and seeing them alive. Its time of celebration but

its time to remember what everybody went through.

Unintelligible.

However its very hard for person that did not

live through time that really to survive it.

But feel like Ive lived through it.

Yes feel it.

10 always tell my Darlene she was the oldest

used to tell her how survived the war. Impartial no

12 Not very much.

13 Unintelligible.

14 Gloria didnt remember because when that Second

15 Generation there were questionnaires to be filled out. Glori

16 was stumped. She says my mother never told me this. And

17
do recall did.

18
You probably did but didnt have the capacity to

19
remember this stuff.

20
worked hard in these peoples home

21
that you cleaned the floors --

22
Sure did.

23
-- and you -- it wasnt

24
was amazed. was amazed. Sure. cooked.

25
We we also belonged to Second Generation but
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somehow whenever we got together always felt so different

because everybody used to say how hard their lives were that

their parents never celebrated they never were happy for birth

days or remembered anniversaries and know we had such

Thats not the case for those

No. We had such happy life. Were very close our

family exceptionally close think more than usual. Maybe

too close but at time -- but its wonderful to

10
come and thats why went when my husband was here he was an

only child and he had such horrible childhood cause he was

12
alone and his parents were always cold andthey never showed

13
any feelings any love for him.

14

15
And he he flourished among all of us. He was so

16
happy to know what family was like. It was something -- at

17
least know that he experienced some joy in his life before

18
he did what he did. But its --

19
Theres no answer for that why cause no

Yeah Ill never know what caused him to do what he
20

did.
21

Its the same question as to the Holocaust why
22

But we still -- still live you know with the memories and
23

24
question why why did it happen to us For no reason.

25
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All all all because we are Jews presume.

What happened to your -- Marilyn what happened to

your mother Do you know

No.

Well my mother was in -- we paid to

Pole and quite bit of money to save my mother and my

younger brother and sister which he did.

End of tape.
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